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The technological potential of functionalized graphene has recently stimulated considerable interest in the study
of the adsorption of metal atoms on graphene. However, a complete understanding of the optimal adsorption
pattern of metal atoms on a graphene substrate has not been easy because of atomic relaxations at the interface
and the interaction between metal atoms. We present a partial particle swarm optimization technique that allows
us to efficiently search for the equilibrium geometries of metal atoms adsorbed on a substrate as a function of
adatom concentration. Using Li deposition on graphene as an example we show that, contrary to previous works,
Li atoms prefer to cluster, forming four-atom islands, irrespective of their concentration. We further show that an
external electric field applied vertically to the graphene surface or doping with boron can prevent this clustering,
leading to the homogeneous growth of Li.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.90.205427

PACS number(s): 81.05.ue, 61.48.Gh, 73.22.Pr

I. INTRODUCTION

Graphene [1], a two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb lattice
of carbon atoms, is probably the most studied system in
recent times [2]. The ease with which graphene can be
functionalized with hydrogen [3–5], oxygen [6–8], and metal
atoms [9–11] has further added a new dimension to its potential
for novel applications. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is an
efficient surface-controlled thin-film growth technique that is
often used to deposit metal atoms on graphene [12]. In this
technique, maximum benefit is achieved if the metal atoms
are homogenously dispersed on the substrate. However, due to
the extended stable π orbitals of graphene and strong affinity
of metal atoms toward each other, achieving uniform ALD of
metals on graphene has been experimentally difficult. Metals
generally tend to disperse inhomogeneously and cluster to
form islands on the graphene sheet [13–15].
First-principles calculation of the optimal adsorption pattern of finite-size metal particles is difficult due to interfacial
relaxation and metal-metal interaction. In addition, the energy
landscape contains many local minima and finding the global
equilibrium geometry of the particle may depend on the choice
of the starting configuration. The problem becomes even
more complicated when the interaction of the particle with
the support is considered as there are many sites where the
particle has the freedom to reside. We present an efficient
search technique to find the optimal adsorption pattern of
metal atoms adsorbed on a substrate. This method is based on
the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm developed
recently by Ma and his group for searching globally optimal
structures of three-dimensional (3D) crystals, 2D sheets,
and 0D clusters [16]. By only using chemical component
information, these authors have been successful in determining
stable configurations of O4 , Li, and ice under high pressure
[17–19]. We refer to our search algorithm as partial particle
swarm optimization (PPSO) method. We demonstrate the
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power of this algorithm by focusing on the surface structure
of Li-functionalized graphene.
Our choice of Li-decorated graphene sheet [20–23] as a
test case is motivated because of its potential in hydrogen
storage [24], Li-ion batteries [25,26], and superconducting
materials [27–29]. To the best of our knowledge, most of
the theoretical works thus far assumed, in analogy with
multilayer graphite intercalated compounds (GICs), that the
Li atoms are uniformly distributed on the graphene surface
[24,27–30]. However, due to the inactive delocalized π orbitals
of graphene, the diffusion barrier of Li atoms on its surface is
small. As a result, the Li atoms tend to move and cluster.
Since clustering may adversely affect the performance of
Li-decorated graphene, it is not only important to study the
distribution patterns of Li on graphene but also to find ways
to prevent their clustering. The basic questions we address
are as follows. Can we predict the cluster pattern of Li atoms
adsorbed on graphene? How sensitive are the properties to the
nature of this distribution pattern? Can we find an effective
method to tailor this pattern? First-principles calculation of
the total energies combined with the PPSO algorithm shows
that the Li atoms do not uniformly distribute on the graphene
sheet, as assumed in previous calculations, but rather they form
four-atom islands in the shape of a rhombus. This pattern is
found to persist for different concentrations of Li, namely,
LiCx (x = 6 − 9). However, this adsorption pattern can be
modulated by either applying an external electric field (E field)
or by chemically modifying the graphene substrate. In Sec. II
we describe our theoretical method. The results are presented
and discussed in Sec. III and conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV.
II. THEORETICAL METHODS

The total energies for a given arrangement of atoms were
calculated from first principles using density functional theory
(DFT) with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional for
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) to exchangecorrelation potential [31], as implemented in Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP) [32]. The projector augmented
plane-wave (PAW) method [33] and a plane-wave basis set
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with an energy cutoff of 400 eV were used. Monkhorst-Pack
k-point meshes [34] with a grid density of 2π × 0.02 Å−1
were adopted. We used a vacuum space of 15 Å along the
z direction in order to prevent interaction between nearestneighbor images. In order to incorporate van der Waals (vdW)
interaction corrections between the Li atoms and the graphene,
Grimme’s method [35] was employed. Conjugate gradient
method was used to optimize the atomic configurations without
any symmetric constraints. Convergence criteria for total
energy and the force component on each atom were set to be
10−4 eV and 0.01 eV/Å, respectively. External electric field
was applied using the planar dipole layer method [36]. Dipole
interaction corrections were taken into account following the
work of Makov and Payne [37].
In the PPSO method, we fix the coordinates of the C atoms
in the graphene, while allowing the coordinates of Li atoms
to evolve using the PSO algorithm [16]. First, 20 different
Li adsorption patterns were randomly generated and then
relaxed using the DFT calculations. Each structure (called an
individual in the algorithm) is considered as a particle in the
search space. The position of each particle x is evolved as
xit+1

=

xit

+

vit+1 ,

(1)

where t refers to the generation step, i is individual particle
index (i = 1,2, . . . ,20), and v is the velocity. For each
individual, we collect the current best (lowest energy) position
that has been reached, and denote it as pbestti . The best position
of all the particles that have been found is denoted as gbestt .
The new velocity of each particle is written as




vit+1 = ωvit + c1 r1 pbestti − xit + c2 r2 gbestt − xit , (2)
where r1 and r2 are random numbers in the range [0,1]. The
parameter ω linearly decreases from 0.9 to 0.4 during the
iteration. The values of c1 and c2 are selected to be 2, which
are found to efficiently lead to the global minimum [16].
In order to reduce the constraints imposed by periodicity,
we used different size supercells√for each
√ Li:C ◦ratio. For
the Li:C
ratio
of
1:6,
we
used
(2
3
×
2
3)R30 , (6 × 6),
√
√
and(4 3 × 4 3)R30◦ supercells to accommodate Li4 C24 ,
Li12 C72 , and Li
√16 C96 , √respectively. For the Li:C ratio of
1:7, we used(2 7 × 2 7)R19.0◦ and (7 × 7) supercells to
For the Li:C
accommodate Li8 C56 and Li14 C√
98 , respectively.
√
ratio of 1:8, (4 × 4), (6 × 6), (4 3 × 4 3)R30◦ , and (8 × 8)
supercells were used to accommodate Li4 C32 , Li9 Li72 , Li12 C96 ,
and Li16 C128 , respectively.
√
√Finally, for the Li:C ratio of
1:9, we applied (3 3 × 3 3)R30◦ and (6 × 6) supercells
which account for Li6 C54 and Li8 Li72 , respectively. For each
supercell, the PPSO search lasted for at least 30 generation
loops, and in each loop 20 different structures were optimized.
All structures generated in each iteration loop were relaxed
at the DFT-GGA level of theory. Eight of the high-energy
structures (40%) in each iteration loop were discarded and
replaced by random structures for subsequent generation. The
remaining 12 structures (60%) are kept and evolved by the
PPSO algorithm. In Fig. 1 we plot the binding energies per
Li [Eb = (ELimCn − ECn − mELi )/m] for all the structures
obtained during the PPSO search. For each Li:C ratio, we
only report the structure with the lowest energy per formula

FIG. 1. (Color online) Calculated binding energies per Li atom
(Eb ) of LiCx (x = 6 − 9) obtained during the PPSO search.

unit (E/f.u.). At the end we find that many individuals have
converged to the global optimized geometry.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first discuss our results for LiC6 system. The lowest energy structure obtained after our PPSO search is
shown
√ in √Fig. 2(a). This optimal structure is found in the
(2 3 × 2 3)R30◦ supercell (Table I), which contains 24 C
and 4 Li atoms. All the Li atoms prefer to reside over hollow
sites of the graphene sheet, consistent with previous results
[20–25]. However, unlike a uniform distribution pattern (which
has a symmetry group of P6mm); the four Li atoms form a
rhombus structure. Energy calculations show that this structure
is more stable than the widely used uniform distribution pattern

FIG. 2. (Color online) Structures and relative energies of LiC6
with Li atoms forming (a) a Li4 cluster (LiC6 -Cmm2), (b) uniformly
distributed Li (LiC6 -P6mm), and (c) a Li16 cluster. In (d) we show the
3
redistribution of electron density function in 2D slice form (in e/Å ).
Gray and magenta spheres represent C and Li atoms, respectively.
Green dashed lines outline simulated supercell.
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TABLE I. Supercell type, lattice constant (c), biaxial tensile strain
on graphene (ε), average Li-Li bond length (RLi-Li ), average charge
on Li (QLi ), carrier concentration of graphene sheet (n), and binding
energy per Li atom (Eb ) in the optimized LiC6 , LiC7 , LiC8 , and LiC9
structures.
LiC6
LiC7
LiC8 LiC9
√
√
√
√
◦
◦
Supercell
(2 3×2 3)R30 (2 7×2 7)R19.0 (4×4) (6×6)
c (Å)
8.60
13.14
9.92 14.85
ε (%)
0.9
0.9
0.8 0.6
2.70
2.73
2.73 2.74
RLi-Li (Å)
0.49
0.50
0.49 0.50
QLi (e)
3.06
2.65
2.31 2.08
n (×1014 cm−2 )
–1.72
–1.82
–1.82 –1.82
Eb (eV)

[Fig. 2(b)] by 50 meV per f.u. In the lowest energy structure,
the relaxed lattice constant is 8.60 Å, indicating that the
substrate graphene has a 0.92% biaxial tensile strain following
Li adsorption. The graphene sheet remains almost flat and the
distance between the Li and the graphene is 1.93 Å, which
is similar to the value in the uniform LiC6 -P6mm system.
The average of Li-Li bond length is 2.70 Å, which is a little
longer than the equilibrium bond length in its dimer form,
namely, 2.67 Å [39]. The structure in Fig. 2(a) belongs to the
Cmm2 space group. Using Bader’s charge analysis [40] we
find that, on average, each Li atom transfers 0.49 electrons to
the graphene substrate, making the graphene n-doped with
a carrier concentration of 3.06 × 1014 cm−2 . The injected
electrons disperse almost uniformly on graphene with the
C atoms under Li carrying slightly more charge than the
other C atoms due to stronger electrostatic attraction from
the positively charged Li. The redistributed electron density
ρ(=ρLi4C24 − ρLi4 − ρC24 ) is plotted in Fig. 2(d). We see
that each C atom receives almost the same amount of charge.
The cohesive energy Ecoh (=ELi4 + EC24 − ELi4C24 ) between
the Li4 cluster and the graphene is calculated to be 1.53 eV,
the positive value indicating exothermic reaction following Li
adsorption.
In order to see if the use of a larger supercell for the same
Li:C ratio of 1:6
√ can lead
√ to the formation of larger Li clusters,
we used a (4 3 × 4 3)R30◦ supercell that contains 16 Li
and 96 C atoms with all the 16 atoms forming a cluster. We
studied different kinds of Li16 clusters, and the structure with
the lowest energy is shown in Fig. 1(c). While this pattern is
energetically lower than the uniform LiC6 -P6mm pattern, it
is higher in energy than the LiC6 -Cmm2 pattern by 30 meV
per f.u. We have also compared Li4 with Li3 and Li5 clusters
on graphene and found that the Li4 cluster is the most stable
pattern [38]. There are two competing mechanisms that are

responsible for the clustering of Li, an attractive interaction
resulting from Li-Li bond formation and a repulsive interaction
between Li atoms as each carries a positive charge due to
charge transfer from Li to graphene. It is the balance between
these competing interactions that limits the size of the Li island.
We further note that Li4 clusters combined with four electrons
contributed by the C atoms constitute an eight-electron system
that corresponds to shell closing and hence provides stability.
Since the uniform distribution of Li on a single-layer
graphene (LiC6 -P6mm pattern) was initially taken from the
experimental multilayer graphite intercalation compounds
(GIC), we examined if such Li4 clustering is also favored
in the GIC. We used a two-layer graphene and intercalated
one layer of Li as an example [38]. Simulation of the
corresponding supercell (C24 -Li4 -C24 ) showed that Li atoms
distribute uniformly, in agreement with experiment. The
reason why Li atoms do not cluster when intercalated between
two graphene layers is that the net charge on the Li atom
increases due to increasing charge transfer. Hence, the Li-Li
repulsion overcomes the energy that can be otherwise gained
from Li-Li bond formation. However, if we add four more Li
atoms on the surface of C24 -Li4 -C24 , forming C24 -Li4 -C24 -Li4 ,
the four Li atoms on the surface again cluster [38]. These
results show that only when Li atoms are exposed on the
graphene surface do they favor the formation of Li4 clusters
over uniform distribution.
Similar clustering has also been found when Li:C ratio
increases. We have used the PPSO search algorithm to study
LiC7 , √
LiC8 , and
√ LiC9 systems. The optimal LiC7 found in
the (2 7 × 2 7)R19.0◦ supercell [Fig. 3(a)], which contains
8 Li and 56 C atoms. The lattice constant is optimized to
be 13.14 Å, showing a 0.9% tensile strain in the graphene
layer (Table I). The optimal Li adsorption pattern is again
when four Li atoms cluster together, forming two Li4 cluster
islands. The relative positions of the two islands have small
effect on the total energy of the system, but they do not favor
to furthermore cluster together (i.e., forming a Li8 cluster).
The average relaxed Li-Li bond length is 2.73 Å, and each Li
transfers 0.50 electrons to the graphene sheet. In this case, the
substrate graphene is n-doped with an electron concentration
of 2.65 × 1014 cm−2 . For the Li:C ratio of 1:8 (LiC8 ), the
optimal structure is found in the (4 × 4) supercell [Fig. 3(b)],
containing 4 Li and 32 C atoms. As before, the 4 Li atoms
form a rhombus cluster and the graphene is stretched (0.8%)
a little. Compared with Li uniform distribution pattern, this
structure is energetically lower by 140 meV per f.u. [38]. Each
Li gives 0.49 electrons to the graphene sheet, and the electron
concentration of graphene is 2.31 × 1014 cm−2 . For the LiC9 ,
we again find that the optimal structure of 8 Li atoms forming
two Li4 cluster islands in a (6 × 6) supercell [Fig. 3(c)]. This

FIG. 3. (Color online) Geometric structure of optimal (a) LiC7 , (b) LiC8 , and (c) LiC9 .
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TABLE II. Different exchange-correlation functional and vdW correction effects on E/f.u.
E/f.u. (in eV)
LiC6
LiC8
LiC9

PBE with vdW

PW91 with vdW

PBE w/o vdW

PW91 w/o vdW

–0.05
–0.14
–0.17

–0.06
–0.15
–0.18

–0.04
–0.13
–0.16

–0.05
–0.15
–0.18

is energetically lower by 170 meV per f.u. than the uniformly
distributed Li adsorption pattern [38]. The graphene substrate
is 0.6% stretched, and the electron concentration is 2.08 ×
1014 cm−2 . We note that as the Li concentration decreases,
the tensile strain and the carrier concentration of the graphene
are correspondingly reduced. We should stress that for other
types of supercells we mentioned above, the formation of a
Li4 cluster is also preferred, suggesting that our proposed Li
decoration pattern is reliable and universal.
To see if our results are sensitive to the choice of
exchange-correlation functionals, we repeated our calculation
using Perdew-Wang (PW91) functional [41]. The calculated
energy difference E/f.u.(=Ecluster /f.u. − Euniform /f.u.) between the clustering and uniform distribution patterns are
given in Table II. For the LiC6 , the PW91 functional yields
E/f.u. = −0.06 eV, which is consistent with the PBE result.
We also removed the vdW interactions to consider its effects.
We see that E/f.u. becomes smaller, but the stability of
the Li4 clustering pattern is still favored. For the LiC8 and
LiC9 , similar effects are obtained. These calculations show

that our results are not sensitive to either exchange-correlation
functionals or vdW interaction. Hence, we mainly focus on
the PBE-vdW results in this work.
We next study the effect of Li clustering on the electronic
properties of functionalized graphene and compared it to the
case when Li atoms distribute uniformly. In Figs. 4(a)–4(d)
we plot the energy band structures and projected density of
states (PDOS) of LiC6 , LiC7 , LiC8 , and LiC9 . All systems
are metallic. In Fig. 4(e)–4(h), we plot the momentum space
folding of the simulating supercells. We clearly see that the
graphene
Dirac point can be folded to the  point of the
√
√
(2 3 × 2 3)R30◦ and
√ (6 ×√6) supercells, while it remains at
the K point of the (2 7 × 2 7)R19.0◦ and (4 × 4) supercells.
The Dirac points of the graphene are below the Fermi energy
by about 1.3 eV, showing that the graphene substrate is
n-doped. At the Dirac point, the band opens a small gap upon
Li adsorption. As the GGA-PBE level of theory generally
underestimates the band gap, we further verified the metallic
feature by using a more accurate screened Coulomb hybrid
density functional HSE06 [42,43]. The corresponding results

FIG. 4. (Color online) Band structure and PDOS of (a) LiC6 , (b) LiC7 , (c) LiC8 , and (d) LiC9 . Blue and magenta curves in the band
structure plots represent results obtained from GGA-PBE and hybrid functional HSE06, respectively. The PDOS curves are computed using
the GGA-PBE functional. Momentum space folding of the simulating supercells for (e) LiC6 , (f) LiC7 , (g) LiC8 , and (h) LiC9 are also shown.
Red hexagon represents the first Brillouin zone of the graphene unit cell, while dark blue hexagons are the first Brillouin zone of the simulated
supercell.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Charge density isosurface (0.01 e/Å ) of the partially occupied bands and (b) 2D slice of ELF of LiC6 .

are given in Fig. 4. Note that the HSE06 only results in a shift
of band energies compared with the GGA-PBE level, but the
metallic feature is retained. Thus, in the PDOS plots we only
use the results from PBE-functional.
We now provide an in-depth analysis of the origin of metallicity by focusing on LiC6 -Cmm2 as an example [Fig. 4(a)].
From the PDOS plot we see that the metallic bands across
the Fermi level are mainly contributed by the C electrons of
the graphene sheet while Li atoms have marginal contribution.
The main peak due to Li occurs at around −0.4 eV below
the Fermi energy. The corresponding band is less dispersed,
indicating spatially localized states. This feature is consistent
with the weak interaction between different isolated Li4 cluster
islands. We also plot the band decomposed charge density of
all metallic bands at the Fermi level in Fig. 5(a). We again
find that the metallic bands are contributed only by the C-pz
orbital of the graphene sheet. Note that this feature is in marked
contrast with the results in LiC6 -P6mm, where the Li atoms
also contribute to the metallic bands [23]. Since the electron
localization function (ELF) [44] is widely used to describe
the extent of spatial distribution of electrons in molecules [45]
and in crystals [46], we calculated the ELF of LiC6 -Cmm2.
The results are plotted in Fig. 5(b). The definition of ELF is
based on the jellium homogeneous electron gas and its value
is renormalized between 0.0 and 1.0. The values of 0.0, 0.5,
and 1.0 represent very low charge density, fully delocalized,
and fully localized electrons, respectively. We see that the
delocalized electrons are within the region of the C atoms.
This confirms that the metallicity arises from the graphene
substrate. Similar phenomena are also found in the LiC7 , LiC8 ,
and LiC9 systems [38]. We should emphasize that even though
the relative positions and directions of the Li4 cluster island
may change, the main conclusions stated above are robust.
We now assess the effect of Li clustering on possible
applications of the Li-functionalized graphene, such as Liion batteries, hydrogen storage material, and superconductor,
considered earlier [20–25]. We recall that in all these applications Li atoms were assumed to distribute uniformly. As
the Li atoms form stable Li4 clusters when deposited on
graphene, it is unlikely that one Li atom can move freely
on the graphene sheet without being obstructed by other
Li atoms. Hence, clustering may decrease the mobility of
Li and hence battery performance. As for hydrogen storage

materials, it is well known that the clustering of metal atoms
will reduce both the binding energy of hydrogen molecules
as well as the gravimetric density [47]. Thus, it is unlikely
that Li-functionalized pure graphene sheet can be an ideal
Li-ion battery or hydrogen storage material. As for possible
superconductivity, it has been proposed that LiC6 -P6mm can
be a superconductor with critical temperature Tc = 8.1 K [23],
because the delocalized Li bands cross the Fermi level to a
high degree. However, in the LiC6 -Cmm2, the Li bands are
localized and bounded below the Fermi level. This suggests
that the electron-phonon coupling may be weak. Another
possible strategy to make graphene superconducting is by
external electron doping. Theoretical works have shown that
highly doped graphene sheet (up to van-Hove singularity
point) can exhibit a d + id chiral superconducting state
[48], but our Bader’s charge analysis shows that the doping
here is small. At intermediate doping level, Si et al. [49]
have developed an empirical model and suggested that the
graphene sheet can become superconducting when biaxial
tensile strain and electron doping coexist. However, according
to their model, the possible Tc of the LiC6 -Cmm2 is still very
low (<0.1 K), even under biaxial strain [38]. Therefore, we
believe that Li-decorated graphene will not have much merit
as a superconductor.
The only way Li-functionalized graphene can be useful
for applications in hydrogen storage, Li-ion batteries, and
superconductivity is to ensure that Li atoms are deposited
uniformly. We find that although the uniform distribution of Li
on graphene is dynamically stable [23], it cannot be retained
even below 50 K [38]. Hence, we looked for alternative
methods to realize it experimentally. As discussed previously,
Li clustering results from two competing interactions: energy
gain due to Li-Li bond formation and energy cost to overcome
the repulsive interaction between two positively charged Li
atoms. Our hypothesis is that clustering can be prevented if
the positive charge on the Li atom is increased. Taking LiC6
as an example, we apply a gate E field to enhance charge
transfer between the Li and graphene. As shown in Fig. 6,
when an E field is applied, Li atoms transfer electrons and are
more positively charged. As QLi increases, energy difference
between the LiC6 -P6mm and LiC6 -Cmm2 is decreased. When
E field reaches a value of 1.0 V/Å, the charge, QLi on the Li
atom is 0.56 and the two patterns are energetically degenerate.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Relative energies between the LiC6 -P6mm
and LiC6 -Cmm2 per f.u. and average charges on each Li with respect
to magnitude of the E field. The inset arrow shows the direction of
the E field.

Once the E field crosses this critical value, the LiC6 -P6mm
pattern with uniformly distributed Li becomes more stable
than the LiC6 -Cmm2 pattern where Li atoms cluster, showing
that an E field can be an effective way to promote homogeneous
film growth of Li on a graphene sheet. This can be retained
under finite temperature of at least up to 100 K [38]. Such
method is also verified in the LiC8 system [38]. Note that
Li atoms do not cluster on C60 surface [46], which has a
higher curvature than that of graphene. Hence, we can infer
that uniform deposition is more favorable on a curved surface,
such as on thin carbon nanotubes.
Since large positive charge on Li can prevent these atoms
from clustering, we have considered another possibility. We
note that for a Li atom to transfer a larger amount of charge, the
substrate has to be more electronegative. This can be achieved
by doping graphene with B atoms. Since a B atom is trivalent
and a C atom is tetravalent, replacing a C atom with B would
allow Li atom to more easily transfer its electron to B. Thus, the
Li atom can be more cationic and hence two Li atoms would
experience increasing electrostatic repulsion. We note that this
was already shown to be the case in B-doped C60 fullerene
and carbon nanotubes [50,51]. To study this possibility for
graphene we consider experimentally synthesized BC3 sheet
[52] as an example. Two concentrations of Li have been
considered, namely, nLi :(nC + nB ) = 1:6 (Li2 B3 C9 ) and 1:8
(LiB2 C6 ). After our PPSO search, we find that the optimal
deposition pattern in both concentrations becomes uniform
(Fig. 7). By examining the charge distribution, the Li atom
carries 0.88 (0.87) electrons in the Li2 B3 C9 (LiB2 C6 ) case,
which is much larger than that in pure graphene. This is
consistent with the mechanism we proposed previously. The
band structures and PDOS [38] show that both of these systems
are metallic. In the Li2 B3 C9 , we see an obvious contribution
of Li to the metallic bands, which suggests this may be
superconducting [23].
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have applied the PPSO algorithm to
search the optimal structure of metal atoms supported on a

FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) The calculated binding energy (Eb )
per Li atom of Li2 B3 C9 and LiB2 C6 obtained during the
PPSO search. The ground-state geometry of (b) Li2 B3 C9 and
(c) LiB2 C6 .

substrate. This method applied to Li atoms supported on a
graphene substrate shows that, contrary to earlier assumptions,
Li atoms cluster to form Li4 cluster islands, irrespective
of their concentration. This indicates that the ALD of Li
on graphene would lead to inhomogeneous growth. This
clustering is driven by two competing mechanisms: a repulsive
interaction between Li atoms brought about by charge transfer
from Li to graphene (this leads to uniform distribution) and
an attractive interaction due to Li-Li bond formation (this
favors clustering). We show that either an external electric
field applied perpendicular to the graphene substrate or B
doping can tilt the balance in favor of uniform distribution
due to increased charge transfer; hence restoring the promise of
Li-functionalized graphene for applications. Since Li has small
cohesive energy in its bulk form, most other metals can also
have such a clustering problem on graphene. Both our PPSO
algorithm and the use of an electric field as well as B doping
in modulating the distribution of adatoms on surfaces provide
new opportunities for designing functionalized surfaces for
targeted applications and for achieving uniform ALD on
graphene sheet.
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